**IUF 2010: SPEAKERS & LECTURES**

**David Beazley (USA): “How to Apply Uranian Techniques to the Stock Market”**
This talk will show you how to select a company to invest in. We will study a specific company and use planetary pictures. We will also look at Planetary Combinations and Arc Openings using Natal and Transits to find the highs and lows on a trading day on an individual stock.

**BIO:** Originally from the UK, David Beazley studied astrology in London in the 80's. He started to focus on Uranian Astrology in 1998 and became a student of Gary Christen. His specialties are Relationships and Financial Astrology. He has written Kindergarten Astrology I and II and is currently working on Psychology in Astrology and How to Apply Financial Astrology to the Financial Markets. karminconections@yahoo.com

**Dr. Lietta Catoni (Italy): “Cases of Personality Disorders: Sexual Crimes, Perversion & Abuse - studied on the 90° and 15° Dials”**
Third chapter in the series on Personality Disorders, following previous case-study of Borderlines, Serial Killers and even Psychotherapists.

**BIO:** Lietta was Udo Rudolph's first personal student and later his collaborator in research and in the newsletter “Hamburg Leaves” (2005). Lietta holds a diploma of the Hamburg School Association (2003) and represents Witte's Astrology in Italy as consultant & teacher. Her current research is in the field of the ‘personality disorders’, collaborating with an Italian psychotherapist. She graduated in Economy and for many years taught in her hometown Montepulciano. A co-founder of IUF, a co-organizer of the first meeting of Uranian Astrology in Bologna (2006), a member of the Uranian Society & the NCGR. www.uraniana.it

**Gary Christen (USA): “Solar Arcs”**
The use of Arcs combined with Transits delivers elegance, ease of use and terrific results, and shows how life’s destiny unfolds. You will learn how Directions differ from Progressions and how to use Sensitive Arcs. To make this useful and simple, we will incorporate a ‘Lifetime Solar Arc Table’ and a list of the natal arcs between planets - the ‘Difference Sort’. These tables, unique to each individual, allow us to see at a glance a lifetime of possible events and their unfolding sequence. This talk is suitable for all levels of astrological knowledge. Beginners will follow with ease, and seasoned professional practitioners will gain some great new tricks that are easy to use, and become exposed to many insights into Gary's work.

**BIO:** Gary is a well-known practitioner of Uranian Astrology, which he is evolving into modern Symmetrical Astrology. An astrologer since his teens, Gary is the first person in modern times awarded an accredited BA in Astrology (Rutgers University, 1974). An international lecturer and a teacher since the early seventies and a professional astrologer since 1969, Gary co-founded Astrolabe, Inc. (publisher of /Solar Fire/), assisting the development of Astrolabe products. Currently perfecting /Nova ChartWheels/ and developing Symmetrical Astrology, both of which he considers representative of astrology's future. uranian517@gmail.com

In traditional astrology the person is described by the Ascendant, its Ruler and its condition, as well as by other planets found in the First House. In the Uranian system the Asc represents the environment and ‘Others’, while the keywords that represent the “I” are found in the MC. In this talk we will compare these two approaches and look for the integration between them.

**BIO:** Meira is a professional astrologer, a teacher on the New York NCGR faculty, a speaker at national & international conferences, a member of the NCGR PEP program. Translator of Rabbi Avraham Ibn Ezra from Hebrew, and a writer of many articles published in the US, UK & Europe. Specialties: astronomy-for-astrologers, chart calculations, Hellenistic & Medieval Techniques and the Uranian system. Her previous extended career was in computer programming & teaching ESL. Meira provides online audio-visual classes. Membership Secretary of the Uranian Society for 15 years, Co-founder of IUF and lecturer in all its conferences. http://bear-star.com

**Michael Feist (Hamburg): “Hamburg School - The Early Years & the Disc as a Uranian Computer”**
The early years of the Hamburg School Association (est. 1925) – the place where Alfred Witte introduced the Planetary Rules and where F. Sieggrun, A. Witte and L. Rudolph regularly gave lessons in Uranian Astrology. Witte was the first astrologer who introduces computing techniques into the astrology. I will show, easy to understand, the basic idea behind the moveable disc and Witte’s basic concept of his astrological-astronomical view.

**BIO :** Michael’s family has practiced astrology since 1914. He is Udo Rudolph’s nephew and one of seven family members who were educated in Witte’s Astrology. Michael’s main emphasis is his study of the astrological and historical development of the Uranian Astrology. In the 1990’s he became editor and publisher of the most important German Uranian Journal Hamburger Hefte, continuously published in his own Witte-Verlag Publishing House since 1960. Co-founder of IUF. http://michael.feist.witte-verlag.com
**Faith McInerney (USA): “The 64th Harmonic: Small is Beautiful”**

Those little dots appear on the 90° dial for a good reason: They Work! Identify specific and concrete events in questions of profession, finance and relationship. Unleash the power of the 64th Harmonic aspect in your natal & predictive work, applying it to progressions and solar returns. In addition to the 90° dial, midpoint sorts and the four major asteroids will be used.

**BIO:** Faith has read thousands of horoscopes during her 30 year career. Her specialty is concrete astrology, working with the Uranian System to identify life-events, potentials and timing, using midpoints and harmonics. She has a BA in American History & Literature and hosted a local astrology TV show for 15 years. astrofaith@aol.com

---

**Bill Meridian (Vienna): “Life Processes of the Uranian Planets”**

The Uranian planets are interpreted in a personal light. This was developed when Bill trained in core energetic therapy with Dr. John Pierrakos. The Uranian planets are interpreted as life processes that need to be worked through rather than as unchangeable predictive factors.

**BIO:** Bill Meridian began studying astrology in 1972. He specializes in financial and mundane astrology and has strong interest in the therapeutic application of astrology. Bill@cyclesresearch.com

---

**Dr. Winai Ouypornprasert (Thailand): “The Use of Meridian Houses in the Uranian System”**


**BIO:** Winai Ouypornprasert, Dr.techn. (Civil Engineering) is a life-time NCGR member at large. Began studying Uranian Astrology In 1989. Since 1993 he has educated over 1,000 students of the Uranian System. He is also the founder of the Uranian Astrologers Club, Thailand. His astrological books are popular among Uranian Astrologers in Thailand e.g. Conversations with an Astrological Language, Basic Uranian Astrology, Rectification with Uranian Astrology Book I & II. buddhaluck2002@yahoo.com

---

**Nona Gwynn Press, C.A., NCGR (USA): “A Firsthand History of the Uranian society”**

The history of the Uranian Society and the Uranian Society SIG from someone who was there at inception. Charts of their "births" are included, so the attendees can see how the natures of these two groups are illustrated by the extraordinary Uranian planets or sensitive points, as well as by the planets and personal points.

**BIO:** Nona is President of the NCGR Asteroid SIG & editor of its newsletter GAIA. Nona was president of the Uranian Society SIG (1993-2004) and Research Chair of the NCGR New York Chapter for eight years. Nona is one of Dr. Geoffrey Dean's collaborators on Recent Advances in Natal Astrology and author of New Insights into Astrology and Personal Name Asteroids. She has lectured for many astrological associations, and the 1st and 4th International Conference of Uranian Astrology. A member of Phi Beta Kappa. B.A. in Art History from Columbia University. Co-founder of IUF. synona@earthlink.net

---

**Francine Rasenberg (Holland): “The Uranian Horoscope in Perspective of the Black Moon and the Lunar Nodes as Pointers to Free Will, Destiny & Karma”**

The Black Moon axis is a mathematical point that belongs to the Moon’s Orbit. This lecture will illustrate how its interaction with the Uranian factors and the Lunar Nodes axis can give insight into the mechanism of fate vs. free will and a better understanding of the person’s life in the light of destiny and karma.

**BIO:** Francine Rasenberg is Secretary of the WKO, a Dutch Astrological Research Group which practices and propagates Ebertin’s Cosmobiology & the Hamburg School. Additionally, she deepened her knowledge with the transpersonal Black Lights Astrology. She belongs to a group of researchers within the IUF, who try to adopt Uranian astrology to new experimental fields. Francine has lectured Uranian Astrology in Holland, Letland, Italy, Germany and New York. She is a co-founder of the IUF, a member of the Uranian Society & the NCGR, and the organizer of the 2nd IUF Conference (2007) in the Hague. francrasenberg@ziggo.nl

---

**Maria Kay Simms, C.A., NCGR, PMAFA (USA): “Are you a Good Witch or a Bad Witch?”**

So asked Dorothy. In the “Land of Oz” that is our 8 planets, which may not really exist, there are some really bad “witches” … or are there? Well… even old devil Hades has a few redeeming features, doesn’t he? On the other hand, should we crown any of the transneps with a halo? Let’s take a look at a few charts to see how what might, at first glance, appear “bad” can really be “good,” and vice versa.

**BIO:** Maria, the author and illustrator of Dial Detective, was first exposed to astrology by a student of Charles Emerson in 1973, so it was much later before she realized that Uranian was not exactly a beginner technique. Since then she has studied traditional astrology, served six years as Chair of NCGR, authored other books and is currently the publisher of Starcrafts & ACS Publications. Co-founder of IUF. maria@astrocom.com
**Liane Thomas wade (USA): “Our Goals and Our Mission”**

**BIO:** Liane is the President of the Uranian Society NCGR SIG (since 2004) and also the Executive Secretary of NCGR. She lectured at UAC in Denver in 2008 where she was the Track Coordinator for the Uranian Track. Spoke in Bologna, Italy at the 1st International Uranian Conference, at the 4th I-U-F in Hamburg, Germany, and at the Irish Astrological Association. Liane has been a student of astrology for over 20 years. She lives on Roosevelt Island, part of New York City. liane@panix.com